A twelve quarter quantitative analysis of ophthalmic drugs prescription-writing by optometrists in the United States
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Abstract: The traditional role of optometry has been the performance of refractions with the intent to correct vision disorders. In the US, optometry accounts for over two thirds of eye care-related visits. Optometrists have had the privilege of prescribing medications for many years and have been known to manage eye diseases. With no quantitative data known about optometrists’ involvement in managing diseases of the eye, this study describes the trend of ophthalmic drug prescription-writing by optometrists in the US over a 12 quarter period (comprising a 3 year period).
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Introduction
Aside from their traditional role in providing refractions with the intent to correct vision disorders, optometrists in the US have become the primary providers of all vision-related service. Optometric services account for over two thirds of primary eye care visits in the United States (US). Practicing in more than 7,000 communities across the country, optometrists have become a prominent part of the health care system in the US.1

For many years, optometrists practicing in states where they are granted the authority of prescribing medications have been known to manage eye disease; they have also been known to provide care for chronic eye diseases in the field of ophthalmology and other medical specialties. Some studies have shown that collaboration within optometry and ophthalmology improves a patient’s functional vision outcome and also reduces the cost of specialty care.2

In 2010, there were 34,200 optometrists providing care in the US; however it is worth noting that not all practicing optometrists treat or manage eye diseases.3 In the US, each state has its own board of optometry regulating various factors that influence the allowed prescription drugs used by the optometric population in the specific geographical area.

With the distribution, didactic knowledge and the equipment intrinsically used for visual function testing, licensed optometrists have been known to manage eye diseases but little is known about the extent to which optometrists are managing diseases of the eye. There has been suspicion that the tendency of optometrists in the US to treat eye diseases has been on the rise throughout the years. Similarly, the reported use of prescription ophthalmic drugs has significantly increased over the years.4
Some authors have suggested the use of pharmaceutical utilization audits as a way to evaluate or develop health policy or even to assess a particular groups’ competency in their therapeutic area. In such pharmaceutical utilization audits are an indirect way to measure optometrists’ involvement in managing eye conditions that require the use of prescription medications. To date, there is no literature available that describes the use of prescription medications and the trend of such use by optometrist in the United States. In this study the authors looked at the trend of ophthalmic drug prescription-writing by optometrists in the US over a 12 quarter period (comprising a 3 year period).

Methodology
We analyzed twelve quarters worth of US optometry prescription data from the fourth quarter of 2010 to the third quarter of 2013. Data were obtained from a recompilation of total prescriptions written by optometrists in the US as reported to IMS. IMS is a consulting company that monitors prescription drug data of physicians by specialty.

Total data was pooled in increments totaling four quarters thus comprising a 1-year reporting period. Data were limited to branded and generic medications (except for anti infectives which is only branded medication data) and grouped into six categories. The six categories were: steroids; allergy; combination anti-infective and steroid; branded anti-infective; antiviral; and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).

Data analyzed for 2011 was the total number of prescriptions in the fourth quarter of 2010, first quarter 2011, second quarter of 2011, and third quarter of 2011. Data analyzed for 2012 were the total number of prescriptions in the fourth quarter of 2011, first quarter of 2012, second quarter of 2012, and third quarter of 2012. Data analyzed for 2013 were the total number of prescriptions in the fourth quarter of 2012, first quarter of 2013, second quarter of 2013, and third quarter of 2013.

We then tabulated the total of prescriptions during the time period as described and reported a total number. Data analyzed were interpreted and compared as a year to year running total, based on the total amount of prescriptions written, and interpreted in a more directional manner. In no way do the authors believe these numbers reflect absolute values of total prescriptions written by optometrists.

Results
We tabulated the total amount of prescriptions written by the reported time period and report the total numbers. Steroid prescriptions written totaled 936,267 in 2011, another 1,039,497 in 2012, and 1,136,704 in 2013. This shows an 11.03% increase from 2011 to 2012 and a 9.35% increase from 2012 to 2013 (Figure 1).

In the prescription only allergy market, there were 1,338,840 prescriptions written in 2011; in 2012, there were 1,351,612. Thus far in 2013, there have been 1,379,520 written. There was a 0.95% increase from 2011 to 2012. From 2012 to 2013, there was a 2.06% increase in allergy prescriptions (Figure 2).

Prescriptions for combination drops consisting of both an antibiotic and a steroid totaled 816,332 in 2011. In 2012 there were 884,435 prescriptions written, while in 2013 there were 887,237. From 2011 to 2012, there was an 8.34% increase. From 2012 to 2013, there was a 0.32% increase (Figure 3).
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**Figure 1** Total prescriptions, steroids, by quarter (Q).
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Figure 2 Total prescriptions, allergy, by quarter (Q).

Figure 3 Total prescriptions, combination antibiotic plus steroid, by quarter (Q).

Figure 4 Total prescriptions, branded anti-infective, by quarter (Q).
Figure 5 Total prescriptions, antiviral, by quarter (Q).

Figure 6 Total prescriptions, NSAIDs by quarter (Q).
Abbreviation: NSAID, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.

Figure 7 Total prescriptions by year.
The branded anti-infective market reported 623,440 prescriptions written in 2011, 516,907 in 2012, and 426,431 in 2013. The data reveals a 17.09% decrease from 2011 to 2012 and a 17.50% decrease from 2012 to 2013 (Figure 4).

Within the antiviral market, there were 28,636 prescriptions written in 2011. In 2012, there were 31,873, and 36,230 in 2013. This pattern represents an 11.30% increase from 2011 to 2012 and a 13.67% increase from 2012 to 2013 (Figure 5).

In 2011 the NSAID market reported 146,338 prescriptions written. In 2012, there were 161,511 written, and 2013 has shown 162,058 thus far. This represents a 10.37% increase from 2011 to 2012 and a 0.34% increase from 2012 to 2013 (Figure 6).

The total number of prescriptions written by optometrists therefore totaled 3,889,853 for 2011. For 2012, there were 3,985,835 prescriptions written. Lastly, 2013 showed a total of 4,028,180 prescriptions written. There was a 2.47% increase from 2011 to 2012. From 2012 to 2013, there was a 1.06% increase in the total number of optometric prescriptions written (Figure 7).

**Conclusion**

It could be argued that much of the debate about the role optometrists play in disease management is not whether optometrists are performing this clinical work, but rather about the health care impact of such management. As noted, it has been suggested that prescription drug audits could be an indirect way of evaluating professional involvement in pharmaceutical management of eye diseases. It is worth noting that study limitations do not account for changes in optometric manpower and services in the US over the period measured, nor seasonal variations in the incidence of eye diseases. The authors believe that these data should be interpreted in a directional manner and that in no way do the data reflect absolute values. When looking at total volume of prescriptions attributed to optometrists in the US, for the twelve quarter data from 2010 to 2013 and interpreted in a directional manner, there is a positive trend in the total number of prescriptions used for therapeutic purposes written by optometrists in the US.

As presented, the analysis indicates a positive growth trend in the usage of prescribed ophthalmic drugs in most single category evaluated. As such the data suggest optometrists’ more comfortable attitude in this medical aspect of the profession. The data suggest the trend of prescription-writing by optometrists is increasing, as has been previously reported. In our study there was an overall increase in year-to-year trend in the amount of medications prescribed by optometrists during the period studied. To periodically document these audits will give the profession of optometry an important tool in describing the role in health delivery by optometrists in the US.

The one segment that has shown a decrease in total prescriptions has been the branded anti-infective area. This could point to the possibility of there being an increased availability in unbranded, generic, topical antibiotics. This could possibly signal a higher adoption of unbranded or generic medications by this group but no data were gathered on that segment. This is one study limitation.

The information presented is useful to better understand customary prescribing patterns currently adopted by optometrists. We interpret the trend as an indication that optometrists in the US have a more comfortable attitude towards prescribing ophthalmic drugs for the treatment of eye diseases.

These data can be used in evaluating optometrists’ involvement in pharmaceutical therapy and may be useful in determining management paradigms adopted by this group to treat specific conditions. In addition, it may be beneficial to provide guidance to create health care policies related to eye care and provide a new perspective of the role that medical optometric care represents to the health care market.

Information from pharmaceutical utilization audits has the potential to increase our knowledge of eye disease management by optometrists and can be used to compare, evaluate, and guide health care workers and administrators in optimizing eye care for patients. The authors believe that the data signal optometry’s unique shift, indicating that the profession is expanding and becoming more comprehensive in providing both refractive and medical eye care.

This study may become a precedent for the development of prospective inferential studies to better understand the management paradigms of this profession, influencing the public perception of optometry as well as creating a better understanding of the role of optometric medical care in the health care system.
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